Already Gone
By Anna Von Reitz

"So often-times it happens that we live our lives in chains, and we never even know we have the key...."

My employees telling me what to do and how to live? Not.

Forced medical procedures ordered by the "President" of a foreign commercial corporation? Not.

IRS collecting "income taxes" under the Spanish Law of the Inquisition? Not. "Pope" Francis (or was that Francis Pope?) reserving Heaven for people who accept life as genetically defiled Trans-human slaves? Not.

Lawyers cobbling up new styles of names like StephenJAMES for these GMO Trans-humans? Not.

"President" Biden issuing unconstitutional health mandates and trying to enforce them? Not.

"Queen" Elizabeth II who abdicated her throne three days after she took her Coronation Oath saying anything at all? Not.

( A Public Apology for the past 68 years would have been nice, but oh, well.) With respect to these issues and these leaders and a whole lot more, just color me "Already Gone" and back home, standing on my own two feet and on my own ground. Care to join me?
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